
Expectations Whole School Classroom 
Eating & Covered 

Areas 
Outdoor Play Areas Transitioning Toilets 

Practising Safety - Keep hands, feet, teeth, objects

and bodily fluids to yourself

- Walk on the concrete

- Stay in the correct areas

- Walk inside

- Close doors quietly

- Keep balls still

during eating

times (throwing,

kicking)

- Sit while eating

- Eat your own food

- Wear a hat

- Be aware of and stay

away from ‘Out of

Bounds’ areas (including

port racks)

- Respond promptly to

bells

- Walk in a straight line,

to the left of the path, eyes

ahead

- Follow protocols for

Parade arrival &

departure

- Walk bikes and scooters

within the School grounds

- Use toilet paper

and soap as

intended

- Use the toilet or

urinal as intended

and wash hands

with soap

Overall Respect - Use equipment appropriately

- Clean up after yourself

- Use kind words and actions

- Respect Others’ property &

return it to where it belongs

- Show respect for other

Students and Adults

- Follow Sport expectations

- Raise your hand to ask a

question, answer a question

or to ask for help

- Raise your hand to speak

or stand (P-2)

- Use an inside voice

- Put rubbish in the

bin

- Speak quietly while

eating in sheds

- Put your lunch box

and rubbish away

when directed to do

so

- Respect Others’

personal space

- Remove wet and muddy

shoes

- Consider other Classes

- Inform the Teacher

respectfully when late to

Class

- Flush the toilet

- Respect the

privacy of Others

Demonstrating 
Learning 

- Ask for help if needed

- Follow School expectations

- Accept consequences

- Play approved games

- Use Technology appropriately

- Use Whole Body Listening

- Meet bookwork

expectations

- Be prepared for work

- Stay on task

- Play fairly - Be a problem solver

- Follow the play

expectations while on the

Oval and the Fort

- Find a task to do while

waiting for the Teacher to

arrive

- Use time wisely

- Preferably use

toilets during the

break times

Showing 
Responsibility 

- Follow directions quickly

- Be in the right place at the

right time

- Keep Non-School essentials at

home

- Hand Homework and Notes in

on time

- Report any problems to the

Teacher

- Complete work in the required

time

- Organise work space and

equipment

- Leave the Classroom with

permission

- Be attentive, willing to

participate and work to the

best of your ability

- Place bags on  port racks

- Eat food before

going to play

- Sit and wait until

dismissed by the

Teacher

- Only Tuckshop

Monitors to arrive at

the Tuckshop before

the bell

- Care for the

environment

i.e. plants & animals

- Straight there, straight

back

- Walk quietly and

orderly, so that others are

not disturbed

- Be prompt leaving

School grounds

- Be Waterwise

e.g. Turn off taps


